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Forgotten Chicago
An examination of urban-industrial life in the early twentieth century looks at the Chicago riot of 1919
and explores post-World War I racial strife.

Chicago's Beverly/Morgan Park Neighborhood
"This short, clear, and comprehensive history of Poles in the state of Illinois from 1818 to the present
shows a rich story of diversity and the changing nature of Polish ethnicity in the state over the past 200
years"--

The South Side
Greeks arrived in America with the expectation that freedom would permit their families to thrive and be
successful. With hard work, belief in the Orthodox faith, and commitment to education, Greeks
ascended in Chicago, and America, to positions of responsibility and success. Today Greek Americans
are among the wealthiest and most successful of immigrant groups. Greeks recognized a historical
imperative that they meet the challenges and aspirations of a classical Hellenic heritage. Greeks in
Chicago celebrates the rich history of the Greek community through copious pictorial documentation.

My Journey Into the Wilds of Chicago
From its early days as the farmer's companion to over a quarter century as the nation's premier rock-androll station, WLS has touched the lives of millions of listeners. Many well-known celebrities, like Gene
Autry, owe their careers to the Big 89, through the famous Saturday night program The National Barn
Dance. Local personalities such as Dick Biondi, Larry Lujack, and John Records Landecker became
household names thanks to Chicago's 50,000-watt blowtorch. The images in Chicago's WLS Radio scan
the entire history of the station, featuring engaging hosts, the biggest stars, and lots of fun. The book also
covers WLS's move in the 1990s to become a leader in the news and talk format.

East Lake View
This history and catalog of the movie theaters of Illinois follows their evolution from the early opera
houses, to the storefront nickelodeons, to the awe-inspiring movie palaces, to the post—World War II
theaters and the advent of the multiplex. Each theater has its own story, and together these stories make
up a fascinating history of cinema viewing in Illinois. This richly illustrated book—the first dealing
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exclusively with Illinois theatres— contains nearly 3,000 descriptions of historic movie houses, from the
early 1880s to 1960. The alphabetically arranged entries, which include such information as the theater's
name, location, number of seats, and the dates it opened and closed, cover cities and towns from
Abingdon to Zion, including Chicago and its surrounding suburbs. The book opens with a history of the
movie house, beginning with silent movies shown on walls and ending with the multiplex era. It also
includes a chapter on television's impact and information on renovated historic theatres in the state.
Appendices include lists of Illinois-operated movie theatre circuits, theatre websites and include a
bibliography.

Historic Movie Theatres in Illinois, 1883-1960
In our fast-paced world of technology, where populations are becoming more urbanized and life is
increasingly experienced on electronic screens, people are losing their connection to nature. Yet nature is
all around us, especially if you live in the Chicago area. Unfortunately, few Chicagoans know it's
there.In My Journey into the Wilds of Chicago, photographer and humorist Mike MacDonald takes you
on a trip to Chicago's wild side--a verdant, untamed Chicago that has been there all along, just waiting to
be explored. Combining breathtaking images and imaginative prose, MacDonald leads you on an
adventure into wondrous, enchanted lands located just up the road from home, work, and school. From
kaleidoscopic tallgrass prairies to the open canopies of rare oak savannas, from the free-flying expanse
of the butterfly to the mysterious world of the coyote, startling photographs of a vast and scenic Chicago
evoke astonishment and delight with every turn of the page.MacDonald's contagious enthusiasm and
decades of comedy experience are channeled into inventive essays, captions, and poetry that engage the
imagination and add richness to your journey. This inspirational volume invites readers to cross the
threshold, to get off their couches and abandon their screens, to come out into nature and play.

Mexican Chicago
Baby Ruth, Milk Duds, Juicy Fruit, Cracker Jack, Milky Way, Tootsie Roll, Lemonheads--whatever
your favorite candy may be, chances are it came from Chicago. For much of its history, the city churned
out an astonishing one third of all candy produced in the United States. Some of the biggest names in the
industry were based in Chicago: Curtiss, Brach, Tootsie Roll, Leaf, Wrigley, and Mars. Along with these
giants were smaller, family-based companies with devoted followings, such as fundraising specialist
World's Finest Chocolate and the Ferrara Pan Candy Company, maker of Red Hots and Jaw Breakers.
At its peak, the Chicago candy industry boasted more than 100 companies employing some 25,000
Chicagoans. This fascinating photographic history travels through more than 150 years of the candy
trade and explores its role in the growth and development of the city. Packed with vintage images of
stores, factories, and advertisements, this mouth-watering book reveals how Chicago candy makers
created strong bonds between people and their favorite treats.

A Concise History of Mexico
An instant New York Times Bestseller A Read with Jenna Today Show Book Club Pick! "A thrilling
debut that deserves your attention." –Ron Charles, the Washington Post Written with the haunting
emotional power of Elizabeth Strout and Barbara Kingsolver, an astonishing debut novel that explores
the lingering effects of a brutal crime on the women of one small Texas oil town in the 1970s. Mercy is
hard in a place like this . . . It’s February 1976, and Odessa, Texas, stands on the cusp of the next great
oil boom. While the town’s men embrace the coming prosperity, its women intimately know and fear
the violence that always seems to follow. In the early hours of the morning after Valentine’s Day,
fourteen-year-old Gloria Ramírez appears on the front porch of Mary Rose Whitehead’s ranch house,
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broken and barely alive. The teenager had been viciously attacked in a nearby oil field—an act of
brutality that is tried in the churches and barrooms of Odessa before it can reach a court of law. When
justice is evasive, the stage is set for a showdown with potentially devastating consequences. Valentine
is a haunting exploration of the intersections of violence and race, class and region in a story that plumbs
the depths of darkness and fear, yet offers a window into beauty and hope. Told through the alternating
points of view of indelible characters who burrow deep in the reader’s heart, this fierce, unflinching, and
surprisingly tender novel illuminates women’s strength and vulnerability, and reminds us that it is the
stories we tell ourselves that keep us alive.

Glencoe Illinois
Originally founded by German immigrants, followed by successive waves of Lithuanians, Italians, and
Hispanics, Melrose Park has undergone a series of transformations since its incorporation in 1882. Close
proximity to Chicago and the coming of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad ensured that Melrose
Park became a center for manufacturing and heavy industry. Major companies including Benjamin
Moore, International Harvester, and the National Malleable Castings Company built plants here, and the
town was also known as the headquarters for Polk Brothers. Entertainment and leisure activities have
been an important part of life in Melrose Park too. Kiddieland Amusement Park was built in 1929,
quickly becoming a popular destination for Chicago area families, and the town was also home to classic
movie theaters, the North Avenue Rollerway, and the Come Back Inn, a popular local restaurant. The
Feast of Our Lady of Mount Carmel is a cherished Melrose Park event that has been celebrated annually
since 1894.

Portage Park
Chicago is known throughout the world for its architecture. Although many people are familiar with the
city’s skyscrapers and public buildings, they often overlook or are unaware of Chicago’s mansions that
are located throughout the city. These mansions represent Chicago’s past and its future, and it can even
be said that they are the very embodiment of Chicago and its architecture. These fashionable residences
were built to make a statement, and what better way to have done this than to employ the leading
architects of the time to design them. These architects included men such as Louis Sullivan, Frank Lloyd
Wright, Henry Hobson Richardson, Daniel Burnham, and John Wellborn Root. While the city’s
mansions are significant because of who built them, they are just as important because of who lived in
them. Many of these mansions were built for Chicago’s elite businessmen and captains of industry-men
who represented old money, new money and big money. Just as important were the families of these
men and the other residents who came to live in these mansions-for they left a legacy of their own that
contributed to the city’s history.

Oak Park, Illinois
Uses vintage photographs to present a visual history of Chicago's Irish heritage, from the great waves of
migration to the present day.

Irish Chicago
Today, there are more than 100,000 Lithuanians in Chicago, making the city home to the greatest
concentration of Lithuanians outside of the country itself. Their presence in Chicago began in 1834 and
drastically increased during the 20th century as immigrants and their descendants sought work in the
stockyards and other industries. Lithuanians in Chicago were dedicated to celebrating and preserving
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their unique culture, evident in its churches, schools, museums, and community centers in
neighborhoods such as Bridgeport and Marquette Park. They also maintained ties to the homeland and
played an important role in Lithuania's struggles for independence throughout the 20th century. Many
prominent Lithuanian Americans are from the "City of the Big Shoulders," including football great Dick
Butkus, actor John C. Reilly, and director Robert Zemeckis. The former president of Lithuania, Valdas
Adamkus, was a resident of Chicagoland for nearly 50 years.

Chicago's WLS Radio
Photographs from family archives, museums, and university collections capture the cultural, economic,
and religious history of Chicago's Mexican communities, providing images of such neighborhoods as
Pilsen, Little Village, Back of the Yards, and South Deering.

Bridgeport
A NEW YORK TIMESBESTSELLER "Valerie has been one of Barack and my closest confidantes for
decades the world would feel a lot better if there were more people like Valerie blazing the trail for the
rest of us."--Michelle Obama "The ultimate Obama insider" (The New York Times) shares her journey
at a pivotal moment in American history When Valerie Jarrett interviewed a promising young lawyer
named Michelle Robinson in July 1991 for a job in Chicago city government, neither knew where that
meeting might take them. Jarrett would go on to become a trusted friend and advisor to Michelle and
Barack Obama -- and one of the most visible, influential African-American women of the twenty-first
century. Now, in her forthright and optimistic memoir, Jarrett shares her experience as a mother,
daughter, and woman who's experienced the magic that happens once we cast aside any unrealistic
expectations of a perfect life or a perfect outcome. In Finding My Voice, she offers a galvanizing
testament to the power in staying open to a change in course and an embrace of the uncomfortable. Only
then, she argues, can we move forward together and truly learn to value--and listen to--our own voices.

Race Riot
Chicago was once the second-largest Bohemian city outside the Czech lands. The Czechs first settled,
serendipitously, behind the notorious O'Leary barn. Spared the Great Fire of 1871, they were displaced
several blocks south by the ensuing land crush. There they built more permanent quarters in the
community that became known as Pilsen, a neighborhood whose name and architecture survive to recall
its Bohemian origins. The thriving Czechs soon began a century-long move westward from Lawndale to
Cicero to Berwyn, and today they flourish across the western suburbs. From the desolation of the 1915
Eastland disaster, in which hundreds of victims were of Czech descent, to the triumphant Depression-era
election of Czech-born mayor Antonín C?ermák, Czechs of Chicagoland depicts how the Czech
community and its great leaders, benevolent societies, and charitable and social organizations have
shaped and continue to shape the course of Chicago's history.

America 1900
Moving toward the future while maintaining its historic past, Palatine, Illinois, was incorporated in 1866
and has seen great change and growth through the years. That change is captured here in a collection of
vintage and contemporary images that trace the evolution of this Midwestern farm village into a big city
suburb. Authored by the Palatine Historical Society and Alice Rosenberg, Palatine, Illinois: Then and
Now illustrates how the area looked when it was first settled, how it developed through the years, and
what it has become. From the generations of Palatine residents who lived, worked, and played in the
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area to the thriving municipality they created, the images contained in this book bring to life a
fascinating evolution.

Chicago's Mansions
Steel and the steel industry are the backbone of Chicago's southeast side, an often overlooked
neighborhood with a rich ethnic heritage. Bolstered by the prosperous steel industry, the community
attracted numerous, strong-willed people with a desire to work from distinct cultural backgrounds. In
recent years, the vitality of the steel industry has diminished. Chicago's Southeast Side displays many
rare and interesting pictures that capture the spirit of the community when the steel industry was a
vibrant force. Although annexed in 1889 by the city of Chicago, the community has maintained its own
identity through the years. In an attempt to remain connected to their homelands, many immigrants
established businesses, churches, and organizations to ease their transition to a new and unfamiliar land.
The southeast side had its own schools, shopping districts, and factories. As a result, it became a
prosperous, yet separate, enclave within the city of Chicago.

Vote Her In
What was once described as an undesirable swampland has been transformed into one of the most
beautiful and wealthiest neighborhoods in America. Chicago's Gold Coast neighborhood, developed in
the late 1800s, was first called the Astor Street District. It was named after one of the first
multimillionaires in the United States, John Jacob Astor--even though Astor never lived in Chicago. In
1885, Astor Street District's first mansion was built. Potter Palmer, a dry goods merchant and owner of
the Palmer House Hotel, built his palatial, castle-like residence on the corner of Lake Shore Drive and
Banks Street; inside the Palmer mansion were 42 lavishly furnished rooms, which required 26 servants
to maintain. Many wealthy Chicagoans followed Palmer's lead and built mansions in the neighborhood.
Several homes took up an entire city block and, as time progressed, the name Gold Coast was adopted.
On January 30, 1978, the entire Gold Coast district was listed in the National Register of Historic Places.

African Americans in Chicago
The second edition of this accessible study of Mexico includes two new features: an examination of
cultural developments since Independence from Spain in 1821 and a discussion of contemporary issues
up to the time of publication. Several new plates with captions expand the thematic coverage in the
book. The updated edition examines the administration of Vicente Fox, who came to power with the
elections of 2000. The new sections reinforce the importance of Mexico's long and disparate history,
from the Precolumbian era onwards, in shaping the country as it is today. This Concise History looks at
Mexico from political, economic and cultural perspectives, and tackles controversial themes such as the
impact of the Spanish Conquest and the struggle to establish an independent Mexico. A broad range of
readers interested in the modern-day Americas should find here a helpful introduction to this vibrant and
dynamic North-American society.

The Newberry Library
Chicago's South Shore has a mature, urban nature that disguises its evolution from marshland to
farmland, and from suburb to city neighborhood. Located between Jackson Park and Seventy-ninth
Street, and from Lake Michigan to Stony Island, the marshland of the 1800s was first settled by German
and Scandinavian truck and flower farmers. Beginning in the 1890s, the Illinois Central Railroad
Electric Line expanded into what was largely undeveloped farmland, setting the stage for one hundred
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years of development and demographic change. From Hyde Park to Jeffery Manor and South Chicago,
the pictures contained in Chicago's South Shore show many of the faces, places, and events that marked
the evolution of the area. German, Swedish, Irish, and African-American families are just a fraction of
the many groups who have called South Shore home. Today, largely through the redevelopment efforts
of South Shore Bank, the neighborhood promises to build on its glorious past and play a vital role in
Chicago's future.

Chicago's Gold Coast
In Chicago, it has long been common knowledge that the neighborhoods have been overshadowed by
the Loop's luster. Portage Park is one of these hidden gems, offering up a wealth of history, culture, and
art. As the site of a lesser-known Chicago Portage, the largest retail district outside the Loop at Six
Corners, the visual backdrop of movies such as My Life and The Color of Money, and the spot where
both Abraham Lincoln and John Dillinger legendarily stayed and the sister of the czar of Bulgaria
prayed, this corner of Chicago has seen its share of glitz and glory. Discover Portage Park's architectural
treasures, whether it is in its place as a part of Chicago's "Bungalow Belt," its wealth of notable
buildings spanning different genres and time periods, or its beautiful churches and grand movie palaces.
An area diverse in culture, many peoples, beginning with Native Americans and going onto the
Yankees, Irish, Scandinavians, eastern Europeans, and even a Tibetan lama, have made Portage Park
their home, each adding their own unique contribution to the vibrant cultural landscape. The site of the
largest concentration of Chicago's legendary Polish population, it is also the place where immigrants left
the inner city's ethnic enclaves to take part in the American dream.

Greeks in Chicago
Little Village has been known by several names over the past 140 years, but its rich culture and history
have never been forgotten. Situated on Chicago’s southwest side, Little Village has gone from real
estate promoters Millard and Decker’s affluent “suburb” Lawndale to one of the largest Bohemian
enclaves in the United States. This vibrant neighborhood is known today as the largest Mexican
community in the state of Illinois. Little Village has almost always been a working-class immigrant
neighborhood filled with hardworking men and women who want their piece of the American dream.
From residents such as martyred Chicago mayor Anton Cermak to the typical immigrant family next
door, these strong-willed people have made their mark on Chicago and the rest of the world.

Puerto Rican Chicago
Presents a collection of photographs that depict the history of Maxwell Street in Chicago.

Chicago's Little Village
Mayors Richard M. Daley and Rahm Emanuel have touted and promoted Chicago as a "world class
city." The skyscrapers kissing the clouds, the billion-dollar Millennium Park, Michelin-rated restaurants,
pristine lake views, fabulous shopping, vibrant theater scene, downtown flower beds and stellar
architecture tell one story. Yet, swept under the rug is the stench of segregation that compromises
Chicago. The Manhattan Institute dubs Chicago as one of the most segregated big cities in the country.
Though other cities - including Cleveland, Los Angeles, and Baltimore - can fight over that mantle, it's
clear that segregation defines Chicago. And unlike many other major U.S. cities, no one race dominates.
Chicago is divided equally into black, white, and Latino, each group clustered in their various turfs. In
this intelligent and highly important narrative, Chicago-native Natalie Moore shines a light on
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contemporary segregation on the South Side of Chicago through reported essays, showing the life of
these communities through the stories of people who live in them. The South Side shows the important
impact of Chicago's historic segregation - and the ongoing policies that keep it that way.

Chicago's Sweet Candy History
Explore Bridgeport, the most political neighborhood in the most political of cities--home to five Chicago
mayors and parades of politicians honoring its power at national conventions. Once a Native American
village traversed by Jacques Marquette and Louis Jolliet, as Chicago grew the area was called
Hardscrabble, then Cabbage Gardens, and finally Bridgeport. Immigrants built it: the Irish dredged a
canal and mined a quarry that led to slaughterhouses, cooperages, rolling mills, and breweries that were
worked by Germans, Bohemians, Swedes, and Poles. Held dear as the "Heart of Lithuania," muckrakers
described parts of it as a heartbreaking jungle. More immigrants came: Italians, Croatians, Mexicans,
Chinese. Against the backdrop of prairies, labor strife, gangways, and Joe Podsajdwokiem, this
sometimes uneasy mix lived, worked, and voted together. Bridgeport still has streets that defy the city's
orderly grid, settlement houses, language stews, and, for each nationality, churches and taverns. Today,
it may welcome artists and expensive housing, but on summer nights stoop sitting and rooting for the
White Sox remain social obligations.

Lithuanian Chicago
In 1835, immigrants began to arrive from New York and New England to the area first called
Pennyville, later renamed Brickton to reflect its leading industry, then finally incorporated as the Village
of Park Ridge in 1873. The name originates from the village's park-like setting and an erroneous belief
that the ridge at Johnston's Circle--today the three-way intersection of Touhy, Prospect, and Northwest
Highway--was the highest point in Cook County. Notable names associated with Park Ridge include
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and actor Harrison Ford, who both attended Maine East High School;
Chicago Cubs great Ron Santo, who operated a popular pizzeria in town; and painter Grant Wood,
whose American Gothic is one of the 20th century's great works of Americana. Anchored by the
landmark Pickwick Theater, a fine example of art deco architecture built in 1928, downtown Park Ridge
has changed much over the years, a transformation captured so well in the pages of this book.

Valentine
Offers a pictorial history of Chicago's "Village in the City," the Beverly/Morgan Park community
developed as a country retreat for Chicago's social, political, and economic elite after the Great Chicago
Fire of 1871.

Chicago's Maxwell Street
Since the early twentieth century, Hyde Park has been known as a refuge and incubator for intellectuals,
artists, novelists, poets, and free thinkers. Its best known institution, the University of Chicago, drew
many of these persons close to its boundaries with the promise of a steady diet of conflicting ideas and
lofty conversations. Throughout the first few decades of the twentieth century, Hyde Park went through
a steady period of growth, both in residents and the construction of a dense network of walk-up
apartment buildings and commercial facilities that offered a stark contrast to the more bucolic
atmosphere of Hyde Park before the Columbian Exposition of 1893. By the late 1940s, parts of Hyde
Park were showing signs of blight, as the area continued to house larger numbers of migrants from other
depressed areas of the United States and programs of deferred or nonexistent maintenance began to have
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irreversible effects on the built environment. Images of America: Hyde Park, Illinois, focuses most of its
attention on the period after World War II, all the way through the creation of the Hyde Park-Kenwood
Urban Renewal Project, the first major urban renewal project in the United States.

Poles in Illinois
Immediately west of Chicago, where the Eisenhower Expressway narrows, sits Oak Park, a village
proud of its rich tradition of cultural and social diversity. This birthplace of Ernest Hemingway and
Doris Humphrey, the home of Frank Lloyd Wright, Edgar Rice Burroughs, and Percy Julian, is a
cultural Mecca in the Midwest, with an internationally recognized reputation for its impressive array of
architecture. From Victorian mansions and Neo-classical structures to Prairie School buildings and
exciting contemporary architecture, Oak Park is more than just a successful residential suburb of
Chicago. While the faces of its most famous citizens are recognizable, it is the creativity of its people
and the beauty of its built environment that make this community so unique. In Oak Park, Illinois:
Continuity and Change, the author explores the way the Village has continuously adapted to a changing
world while maintaining the principles and drive that have always made Oak Park an exciting place to
live and visit. As Oak Park awaits its Centennial in 2002, its citizens are facing and welcoming the
challenges ahead. Long time Villagers and newer residents alike embrace the opportunities for growth
and evolution, within the framework of continuity and change.

American Tacos
A pictorial tour of many of Chicago's famed architectural wonders includes the old Northwestern Train
station, the Coliseum, the Chicago Stadium, old Comiskey Park, Soldier Field, and some of Chicago's
most famous diners.

Finding My Voice
Glencoe, Illinois, "Queen of Suburbs," has long been heralded as an idyllic place to live. Situated on
Lake Michigan in the heart of Chicago's North Shore, Glencoe was first settled in 1835 by Anson
Taylor, a young storekeeper. Glencoe began to thrive thanks to one of its famous early residents, Walter
Gurnee, president of the Chicago and Milwaukee Railroad. Gurnee moved to Glencoe in the mid-1850s
and in 1855 established a railroad stop across the street from his home. His presence accounts for the
town's accessibility and nucleus, but it was the vision of Dr. Alexander Hammond, who arrived in
Glencoe in 1867, that helped to shape it into the model suburban town it has become. It is the people of
the past and present who are at the heart of this community. This collection of over 200 images captures
the heart and spirit of this all-American suburb, from the village's founding and early history as a
farming community and utopian settlement to the annual Fourth of July parades that continue to trumpet
through the town's center.

Czechs of Chicagoland
Open every summer from 1904 to 1967, tells the story of the the world's largest amusement park and
how it grew from twenty-two acres and three rides to 140 acres and more than one hunred attractions.

Chicago's Southeast Side
Tacos may have been created south of the border, but Americans have made this Mexican food their
own, with each style reflective of a time and a place. American Tacos explores them all, taking us on a
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detailed and delicious journey through the evolution of this dish. In search of every taco variety from
California to Texas and beyond, Ralat traveled from coast to coast and border to border, visiting thirtyeight cities across the country. He examines the pervasive crunchy taco and the new Alta California
tacos from chefs Wes Avila, Christine Rivera, and Carlos Salgado. He tastes famous Tex-Mex tacos like
the puffy taco and breakfast taco, then tracks down the fry bread taco and the kosher taco. And he
searches for the regional hybrid tacos of the American South and the modern, chef-driven tacos of
restaurants everywhere. Throughout, he tells the story of how each style of taco came to be, creating a
rich look at the diverse taco landscape north of the border. Featuring interviews with taqueros and details
on taco paraphernalia and the trappings of taco culture, American Tacos is a book no taco fan will want
to take a bite without.

Hyde Park, Illinois
Produced by the Detroit Photographic Company between 1888 and 1924, these rediscovered
Photochrom and Photostint postcard images are the very first color pictures of North America. An
unparalleled voyage across peoples, places, and time unfolds in this sweeping panorama that ranges
from Native American settlements to New York's Chinatown, from

Riverview Amusement Park
The story of black Chicago is so rich that few know it all. It began long before the city itself. "The first
white man here was a black man," Potowatami natives reportedly said about Jean Baptiste Point
DuSable, the brown-skinned man recognized as Chicago's first non-Indian settler. It's all here: from the
site of DuSable's cabin--now smack-dab in the middle of Chicago's Magnificent Mile--to images of
famous and infamous residents like boxers Jack Johnson, Muhammad Ali, and Joe Louis. Here are
leaders and cultural touchstones like Jesse Binga's bank, Robert S. Abbott's Chicago Defender,
legendary filmmaker Oscar Micheaux, Ida B. Wells, the Eighth Regiment, Jesse Jackson, Oprah, and
much more . . . including a guy named Obama. Here is the black Chicago family album, of folks who
made and never made the headlines, and pictures and stories of kinship and fellowship of African
Americans leaving the violent, racist South and "goin' to Chicago" to find their piece of the American
Dream. Chicago has been called the "Second City," but black Chicago is second to none.

Melrose Park
For nearly 150 years, Pilsen has been a port of entry for thousands of immigrants. Mexicans, Czechs,
Poles, Lithuanians, Croatians, and Germans are some of the ethnic groups who passed through this "Ellis
Island" on Chicago's Near Westside. Early generations came searching for work and found plenty of
jobs in the lumber mills, breweries, family-run shops and large factories that took root here. Today most
jobs exist outside of Pilsen, but the neighborhood is still home to a loyal population. Pilsen is compact
but abounds with close-knit families, elaborate churches, mom-and-pop stores, and sturdy brick homes.
Nearly 200 photographs from libraries, personal scrapbooks, and museums provide the evidence. Some
notable people who walked the streets of Pilsen include Anton Cermak, Amalia Mendoza, George
Hallas, Cesar Chavez, Judy Barr Topinka, and Stuart Dybek. Today the Pilsen schools are nurturing
another generation of artists, athletes, and activists. Many Chicagoans and tourists from outside the city
are rediscovering this colorful and historic neighborhood. Let this history book serve as their guide.

Park Ridge
Puerto Ricans have a long history in Chicago. Beginning in the 1920s, a handful of middle-class Puerto
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Rican families sent their daughters and sons to study at prestigious universities in the city. While most
returned to Puerto Rico, migration to Chicago peaked during the 1950s and 1960s. Enticed by the
prospect of a better life for their families and future generations, thousands of Puerto Ricans came to
Chicago in search of a brighter tomorrow. They came to Chicago as American citizens, yet still faced
rampant discrimination and prejudice. In 1950, there were only 255 Puerto Ricans in Chicago; today,
there are over 113,000. Chicago is home to a thriving Puerto Rican community, and its members
continue to make important contributions to the political, educational, social, and cultural institutions of
Chicago.

Palatine, Illinois
East Lake View is one of Chicago’s most popular neighborhoods. But what exactly is East Lake View?
It is Wrigleyville, Boystown, and Belmont Harbor. It is New Town, if you talk to a longtimer. Change
has swept East Lake View many times, often leaving a new name behind. One thing has stayed the
same—the neighborhood’s popularity. East Lake View drew tourists as far back as 1854, when Lake
View House opened as a rural resort. This book unfolds the history of East Lake View, from the 19th
century to the 21st century. Readers will learn about the neighborhood’s time as a Swedish enclave and
then as a haven for Japanese Americans, including Tokyo Rose. The book charts the wild 1970s on
Broadway, the gay 1980s on Halsted, and the beer-soaked 1990s in Wrigleyville. This visual history of
East Lake View mines Chicago archives and old-timers’ scrapbooks to reveal the neighborhood in
hundreds of never before published photographs.

Chicago's South Shore
Yes. She. Can. Vote Her In addresses the unrealized dream of millions of American women: electing our
first woman president. It makes the case for the urgency of women attaining equal executive power at all
levels, including the presidency, and offers a comprehensive strategy for every woman to be a part of
this campaign—the most important of our lifetimes. Women are wildly underrepresented at every level of
the US government: federal, state, and local. Research has shown that women in executive government
positions are far more likely than men to commit to policies that benefit women, girls, and other
marginalized groups, so after centuries of underrepresentation, it’s clear: our best bet for creating a
system that is more fair, balanced, and just for everyone is electing our first Madam President—as soon as
we can. Vote Her In is organized around the inspirational messages seen on protest signs carried at the
record-breaking 2017 Chicago Women’s March. Part One outlines the case for why we need to mobilize
now, and Part Two provides a clear strategy for how to do it. Each chapter in Part Two includes an
action plan that women can complete to help each other (or themselves) attain political power and work
toward electing our first woman president. Author Rebecca Sive draws on her decades of political
experience to create this crucial book, which empowers every American man, woman, and child who
cares about our nation’s democratic future to harness their collective power in the run-up to 2020 and, at
last, form a more perfect union.

Chicago's Pilsen Neighborhood
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